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      BLOCKFIED TRANSPARENCY, TRUST AND SECURITY FOR THE CRYPTOCURRENCY INDUSTRY The Largest Cryptocurrency Hacks So Far BITHUMB: $30 COINRAIL: $37.2 BITGRAIL: $195 MILLION MILLION MILLION Thieves took about $37.2 million Italian exchange BitGrail was Bithumb's hack took place worth of digital currency, with the hacked, with team members on June 19, with about $30 bulk of tokens stolen including suggesting that $195 million in million in tokens stolen. those of Pundi X and Aston coins. the token nano was stolen. COINCHECK: $534 UPBIT – 342,000 GATEHUB – MILLION ETH 23,200,000 XRP Japanese South Korean exchange This UK and Slovenia-based exchange Coincheck suffered an suffered a massive breach cryptocurrency exchange attack in 2018 which cost it 523 when hackers made off with suffered from a large hack this million NEM coins valued at about 342,000 ETH (valued at $51 summer where hackers made off $534 million. million at the time of the hack.) with $10 million worth of Ripple. 78% Of companies now DO not display company identification data correctly. BLOCKFIED builds confidence in the Cryptocurrecny industry Industry Problems BLOCKFIED Many companies do not display physical addresses. There are companies that provide certain services illegally, without legal authorizations Many companies do not display the email addresses of executives. Some companies do not display data about the company: name, registration number, country where the company is registered, legal documents. The vast majority of exchanges and token projects do not display the blockchain address of the wallet from which they provide services. On Linkedin and other social media platforms there are a lot of fake profiles, created to deceive companies and people. About Us Blockfied Blockfied is a modern gateway to intelligence, with innovative technology, advanced data feeds, integrated solutions, expert research, customisable apps and delivery systems to bring the information that matters most to customers, when and where they need it, every day. Our Mission Blockfied The Ultimate source for crypto news and data. To create the most reliable online platform where investors have the opportunity to access filtered and verified data on all Blockchain projects. To develop a blockchain platform that makes the public's lives easier at the most affordable cost. Our Vision BLOCKFIED Every day Blockfied's advance data capabilities and innovative technology delivers news accompanied by insights to move markets, informs critical decisions and powers notorious companies in the blockchain sector. To be the first blockchain company that every investor in the industry relies upon when it comes to due diligence and accurate data on Blockchain projects. To make reliable and accurate data of public blockchain companies available for the masses. Blockchain SHA256 hash Stamp Our platform will have Blockchain integrated Technology, we will stamp all profiles and add a custom signature with the resulting hash and transaction ID. Smart Contracts Blockfied Platform users will be able to sign Smart Cotracts with service providers directly on our platform. Revenue Streams BLOCKFIED Subscription base revenue model: Premium members, Gold members and Platinum members. Advisory services and Due Diligence processes on Blockchain projects. Within 6 months from the launch of the platform, fees will be applied for new entry projects. Once a healthy user base is established, an advertising-supported business model will be developed. Business Model For 1 M Users, our 3000 Projects to be Premium model with consistent projected revenue is listed in the first year 7% conversion from Free to estimated at $1 M Paid plans Indirect Competitors is the world's most-referenced price-tracking website for cryptoassets in the rapidly growing cryptocurrency space. Its mission is to make crypto discoverable and efficient CoinMarketCap.com globally by empowering retail users with unbiased, high quality and accurate information for drawing their own informed conclusions. is a cryptocurrency analysis and research platform designed to offer you transparent information on each cryptocurrency such as price charts, trading volumes, and Coincheckup.com comprehensive analyses, to provide users with insightful information regarding the coins they intend on buying. is your window into the world of cryptocurrency, gathering data from more than 200 Coincodex.com exchanges to bring you real-time prices and historical charts for over 5,000 coins. is a digital currency price and information data platform. It helps its users quantitatively Coingecko.com evaluate and rank their coins. CoinGecko is a Singapore-based company that was founded in 2014 by TM Lee and Bobby Ong. is a realtime bitcoin and cryptocurrency market data site, today released CoinCap for iPhone and iOS devices. Users can see a ranking of all cryptocurrencies by market cap Coincap.io or trade volume, and view details of specific coins. The app provides realtime updates as coin markets rise and fall. Breaking News The first major acquisition in the Cryptocurrency industry occured in 2020. Coinmarketcap valued at 400 million dolars. ‘They Have the Users’: Binance CEO Explains Why He Bought CoinMarketCap CHANGPENG “CZ” ZHAO STRENGTHS Mihai Daniel is the founder of Coinsby, a company operating in the crypto market since 2014. Coinsby has partnerships with WEAKNESSES over 100 exchanges, and dozens of token projects, law firms, It is a new project, like any advisors, developers, PR & adventure it takes time and marketing firms and payment effort. gateways. We start our journey Threats of new entries and with a solid background and a substitution. stellar reputation in the industry Meet the Team MIHAI DANIEL CRESTIN MARIUS ALEXANDRU Founder and CEO Founder Daniel is the CEO of Coinsby.com, an Experienced cryptocurrency analyst and agency that offers services in the crypto investor. Finance background, with a focus on industry. Coinsby is an official partner with M&A processes in central and eastern Europe. over 70 exchanges and a vast network. Board member of Scandia Food. Meet the Team ANDRIUS COSCARELLA NORMANTAS ALESSANDRO Advisor CTO Bitlocus.com exchange CEO, Entrepreneur, Experienced IT Technician with a demonstrated history manager, developer, professional cryptocurrency of working in the computer hardware & software trader with over 10 years of working experience in industry. Skilled in Software administration and the finance field. hardware configuration. Meet the Team ETHAN CLARK SEO Expert 5 + years of experience in creating and executing SEO strategy in automotive, blockchain and construction industry fields in USA. Contact www.Blockfied.io Us listing@blockfied.io 
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